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Installation Instructions for CHANNEL L-SHIELD FOR CIRRUS WALL

WASH AND WALL GRAZER
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
- These instructions show a typical installation.
- Use this product with Cirrus Wall Wash and Wall Grazer
only.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!

Prepare And Install L-Shield
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1: Locate and install junction box. Refer to instructions
included with the channel.
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2: Mark and drill a ½" hole into the channel where the junction
box is installed. This will be used to feed the power
connector to the remote power supply wires.
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3: Mark the location of each mounting and locking clip per the
instructions included with the channel.
4: Drill two 1/4" holes through the L-Channel for each mounting
or locking clip location. Repeat as needed.
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NOTE: Steps 5 and 6 are for drywall mounting. Omit these steps
if mounting the clips to a wood surface directly.
5: Using the L-Channel, mark the locations of the mounting
clips. Tap drywall anchors onto the marked points up to the
threaded portion with a hammer.
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6: Screw in the threaded portion of the anchors with a Phillips
screwdriver.

CEILING

7: Thread the power connector wires through the ½" access
hole.
8: Connect the red power connector wire to the red power
supply wire using a wire nut.
9: Connect the black power connector wire to the black power
supply wire using a wire nut.
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10: Insert the power connections into the junction box.
11: Align the L-Channel with the drywall anchors. Screw the mounting/locking clips to the drywall anchors using two #6
screws.
12: Refer to the installation instructions for the channel to complete the installation.
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